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Nicodemus, learned and wise leader who

seeks the counsel of Jesus in the cover of

night; Mary Magdalene, faithful friend of

Jesus, disciple to us all, and an alliterative

name to boot! 

Jesus is the way, the truth, and the light, and too

often Christians contort these words to make God

rigid and inflexible. We need to be VERY careful not to

dismiss the infinite grace and creativity God offers to

everyone. Also, "brood of vipers," is not the healthiest

way to characterize those with whom we disagree. 

Bob's word of the
week: John

best names favorite story
The Wedding at Cana and the

Feedings of Thousands: 

I do like bread and wine, but that's

not what makes these my favorite.

It's the abundance part. Jesus

doesn't just provide subsistence; he

provides abundance. 

unique to
John

A Prologue
The who and why of
the Word made
flesh

Light and Dark
Recurring metaphor
of John's gospel   

The Raising of Lazarus
Jesus raises
Lazarus from the
dead as a preview
of his own
resurrection  

troublesome stories themes (Some, not all!)
Jesus is the human manifestation of the Word

or Logos -- the organizing principle of creation;

Jesus as an avenue of truth and redemption;

The enduring power of light over darkness  

If John were a band, it would be named...
Let's go with the Youngbloods, whose famous hit, Get together implores
everyone: "Come on people, now, Smile on your brother. Everybody get
together. Try to love one another right now." 

The Gospel According to John was composed more than 6 decades
after the death of Jesus. This community was as far removed from

the life of Jesus as we would be from 1956 in 2022. 
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coolest character
Lazarus has to be high on the list -- he is

resurrected! But he's not as cool as the

Samaritan Woman at the well. She's

mysterious, theological, and colorful.  
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